
HEAR & FEEL THE DIFFERENCE®

 BRITETone® gives horn and other orchestra players a total 
instrument-care maintenance solution with a specialized lubricant 
formula that lifts away and removes dust and grime, then 
provides a micro-thin lubricant barrier that facilitates silky-smooth 
playing response. Valves, mouthpieces, keys, slides, and tubes 
react instantaneously and experience less wear due to reduced 
friction after the easy one-step application.

New conditioning technology for brass and 
wind instruments
 Until now, there have been limited options for the care and 
lubrication of horns and other brass, winds, and all other metal 
components of band instruments. SoundSynergie’s BRITETone® 
is designed to remedy that situation with a specialized lubricant 
formula that lifts away and removes dust and grime, then 
provides a micro-thin lubricant barrier that banishes noise and 
facilitates silky-smooth playing response. BRITETone® also gives 
brass and metal surfaces an attractive finish, but will not act as 
a polish or stripper like other maintenance formulas–those can 
damage fine finishes of brass instruments. Once applied, the 
formula will not migrate or build up, and is safe and gentle for 
fine wood and metal surfaces. 

The Choice of Serious Horn Players
 BRITETone’s breakthrough conditioning and lubricant formula 
provides total maintenance for band and orchestral instruments 
where accuracy and noise-free performance is crucial. Friction, 
sticky or sluggish response from your instrument can mar an oth-
erwise flawless performance, BRITETone® prevents these potential 
problems in one easy step. Formulated for use on high-precision 
instruments, BRITETone® excels on conditioning metal surfaces 
including brass, nickel, chrome, and silver. Use BRITETone to make 
sure that your horn puts out punchy, articulate tone every gig: 
ensure that BRITETone® Lube in your road case. Three sizes are 
ideal for use in the shop, touring, or in the studio.

BRITETone®–Uniquely Effective, 
Environmentally responsible
 BRITETone’s non-toxic formula is made expressly for use on 
all metal parts and surfaces of horns and other band & orchestra 
instruments, and is silicone– and teflon–free. The proprietary 
formulation is the culmination of years of research and develop-
ment in flex-film technologies, and has been a cornerstone of 
private label products since 1986.

The Science of SoundSynergies® 
 Watch video of a sound technician using BRITETone® to restore 
and condition a trumpet.

 

dyna
Glide ®

Apply to valves and 
slides to lubricate, 
reduce friction, and 
prevent sticking or 
sluggish play. 

Apply to valve 
slides and lead pipe 
to prevent oxidation 
and corrosion.

Apply to mouthpiece 
and receiver for 
protection from pitting, 
saliva corrosion, and 
for punchy response.

BRITETone®. . . Independently Tested.  
Proven Effective.
 Above right are Scanning Electron Microscope images of a 
Trumpet Valve (inside) before-and-after application of BRITETone®. 
The images clearly show the significant ability of BRITETone® to lift 
away action inhibiting grime and corrosion for improved glide. 

Type in the URL to watch and listen- www.britetone.net/demo

VALVE INSIDE - Before treatment

Mag. X60

VALVE INSIDE - After treatment

Mag. X60

BRITETone® performs in the lab-test 
Scanning Electron Microscope images below! 

Apply to bell of horn 
and other outer surfaces 
to ward off corrosion 
and impart a gorgeous 
buffed appearance. 

BRITETone® makes the difference between a 
good performance and a great performance, 
with advanced conditioning that brings out 
the full potential of your instrument.

Apply to valve 
slides and lead pipe 
to prevent oxidation 
and corrosion.

TRUMPET WITH
PISTON VALVES


